
A Day of Firsts 

Another weekend, Another Dam Audax. The early morning light at Fernvale Memorial Park revealed 

Alex M, Andrew B, Ben B, Brian H, George R, Mark R, Nick B, Philip R and Tony L gathered at the start 

of the very first running of Another Dam Audax. It also happened to be the first ride organized by RO 

Anne L. And also the first Audax ride of Ben. And also the return of Alex in his first ride back from 

Ross River Fever.   

With such auspicious beginnings I was surprised to realize that I had forgotten my reflective vest, my 

bidons and my breakfast (all firsts).  Since a desirable characteristic of an Audax rider is preparedness, 

I was prepared to troubleshoot the situation and the Fernvale bakery quickly provided me with water 

bottles and a sausage roll. That and a bit of contriteness got me a start and we are off. Ah, Brisbane 

Valley Way, is there any better way to start the day? We quickly turn off and onto Wivenhoe-

Somerset Rd (but not before my loose water bottles are rattled out, ricocheting between the 

peloton’s wheels). This section was breath-takingly beautiful. The mist hung over the still water in the 

many inlets that the road skirted. It was like riding your bike on Mt Everest looking at the clouds in 

the valley below. Except it wasn’t all that cold.  

Andrew was out front scouting for white horses (another first) and we chatter away. “Do we go 

through Esk or Kilcoy?” to which I replied “Esk, we don’t go around Somerset Dam”.  Now when you 

ride with Andrew, he’s always eager to go faster.  When he glances behind and sees you “on” the 

pace lifts.  The rubber band analogy of the gap stretching and then breaking doesn’t really apply with 

me as I am dropped. Andrew just rides away, the rubber band is not so much stretched, more like it 

doesn’t exist.  After a while we come to a T-intersection signed Esk to the left, Kilcoy to the right. 

While we’re not going to Kilcoy, it’s a right turn to the control and I have a bad feeling about Andrew. 

Sure enough at the Somerset Spit control Andrew is off course (again another first).  The others arrive 

and recounted that at one point Ben found he couldn’t change gears. A quick examination revealed a 

missing Di2 battery, but then it was just a matter of retracing the route until the last point he’d 

successfully changed gears. 

At this control it became clear that a new standard was set for an “unsupported” ride, with the picnic 

table covered with fruit cake, banana bread, mandarins, bananas and muesli bars. Meanwhile it 

appears that Philip has been taken ill and George pulls out to support him back to the start. Anne 

changes from RO to rider for the next section to Esk via Toogoolawah. While this is a “fairly flat” ride, 

it really depends on how much you exaggerate the vertical. To illustrate this, here is a “Golden 

Cheetah” plot of the route according to my garmin. 



 

Golden Cheetah is this great (free!) software, designed for cyclists with too much time on their 

hands. It basically allows you to plot anything against anything.  Above is elevation against latitude & 

longitude showing both route and profile.  The Fernvale start is the low-lying red bit, while the blue is 

Mount Hallen after Esk.  The software also has this nifty feature where you can adjust the sea level. 

Here’s the same plot with 20m of global warming added: 

  

At which point Anne will be looking for a new start for the ride. In the meantime I’m straying off 

topic, but we arrive in Esk and Andrew finds us and is back on course. The real sit down lunch at 

“Julies at the Rectory” (another first) was great. Onwards to the last checkpoint at Atkinsons dam. 

Col’s cutting the banana bread while Anne time trials back to the Fernvale to sign off the first 

finishers. The dam is full of people doing typical winter sports: water- and jet-skiing.  Where else but 

Queensland? I ride the last leg with Andrew & Brian back to Fernvale, racing a ferocious looking 

storm front coming directly behind us. A few drops at Lowood and it seems like we’ve lost the race, 

but it just holds off until we’ve finished and handed in our Brevets before it buckets down. 

Thanks Anne & Col for the most supported unsupported ride. A great day out.  

 


